
What discoveries, thoughts or experiences 
did you share? Tick the list below.
 Different types of art at the museum
 The art activity you took part in
 The object you found out about
 The people or person who made the object

What art activity did you take 
part in? 

Take part in an activity 

Spot art around you  
Circle all the arts you have spotted or tried.  
Add any extras you have found.
architecture furniture writing design

sculpture ceramics metal work

painting drawing prints
jewellery fashion textiles

photography video animation

dance drama puppetrymusic

Draw the object or feature 
that you found. You could add 

words to your drawing to say what 
you feel or think about it. 

What did you enjoy 
the most and why? 

What is your object? 

What material(s) is it made of?

When was it made? 

Where was it made?

What did you find out about the craftspeople or  the maker(s) of this object or feature?

Part A

DISCOVER
Spot art around you and take part in a hands-on 
activity inspired by your visit. 

Part B

FIND OUT
Explore the spaces and find interesting  
objects and features.

Part C

SHARE
Share what you have enjoyed with others

1 

2 Who did you share 

your discoveries with? 
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You can also fold along the 
green lines and use this as an 

arrow to point at your object. Ask 
your teacher or leader to take a photo.



C. SHARE your 
experiences and findings 
with others.

A. DISCOVER different 

types of art in the museum and 

take part in arts activities. 

B. FIND OUT about artists or makers and their work. 

Arts Award Discover 
Museums

What is a Museums and Heritage 
Arts Award Discover?
Arts Award Discover is a certificate and award. 
Taking part is creative and fun and a great way 
to find out about museums, old places and the 
different things they have in them. 

Demonstrated their creativity.

Shared their discoveries, thoughts or experiences.

For grown-ups  
Please note a brief example  
of HOW this young person has:

To complete your Arts Award Discover you will 
need to:

Photo of me  
taking part in  

an arts activity

Photo of me taking part in an arts activity A

Photo of me  
sharing my 
experiences

Photo of me sharing my experiences C

Stick the photos of you taking part in an arts 
activity and sharing your experience below

Developed their knowledge and understanding  
of art forms.

This Arts Award Log belongs to:

Today we are visiting:

This place is special because…


